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He did that with reference to it, but what I mean to say is if your place

position is Included inthe verb, directly, or by implication, then a general

word is quite suffieient, but if it isn't then you seem to require more

narrowing down. At least it is not instrumentality. It is not that, it is

not% by means of, and it is not in front of, or in back of end of 0 12

0 13

.....an idea, he gztxi gets the behalf of into the separate. He says the

persons and things which protecting the wx way to something which comes as

a protection, protecting the way to something, therefore, tki to pray for

one. Oh, oh, but not here. Skin for skin will a man give for his soul .

........ ia that separation? Skin for skin 1 3/Li ilson (?)

used to say the last thing you get in any language is prepositions, they

are so idiomatic. You take our English "by." What on earth does our English

"bye" meant? The house by the road. He was shot by a man. He was destroyed

by fire. You wouldn't say he shot him by a revolved, he shot him with a

revolver. The variation of meanings in our English prepositions is tremend

ous, and in the Gernan.....2....doesn't correspond in the slightest bit.

I was born to Calumet, instead of in Calumet. The German is zu. It is

different. Our different meatngs fall t together. But this one, skin for

skin. Oh, skin on iktf behalf of. That isn't the idea. The idea of sub-

stitution .....3....Well, we don't seem to find anybody doing it ...3.....

It must have been suggested some time, it is such a ax natural idea. But

if they all feel that you have this ba'ada, and that that's a more natural

thing, but it doesn't necessarily prove it is. You do have two prepositions

together, I believe, otherwise. You certahly do in some Semitic languages.

It seems to me you do in Hebrew. I don't think...3....

SH: This re&lly isn't a preposition, is it?

AAM: Yes, but a great many prepositiona are derived from substantives.

WA:k

AAM:I am inclined to take it that with the locusts there, and the

food going, and the condition being reduced to a time of utter poverty here
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